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We present a construction of tree factorizations of complete graphs and it also 
can be used to obtain oriented tree factorizations of K,* (complete symmetric 
directed graph). Particularly, we obtain the following result: K,* has a 
P,-factorization ilT n = 0 (mod k) and n = 1 (mod k - 1) when k # 3, 5. where P, is 
a directed path on k vertices. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~D~JCT~~N 
Let G be a graph and AG is the graph obtained by assigning each edge 
of G a multiplicity 2. Let K, be the complete graph on n vertices. A com- 
plete symmetric directed graph K,* is obtained from K,, by replacing each 
edge by two arcs with opposite direction. We denote a (directed) path on 
k vertices by (Pk) Pk. Assume n = 1 V(G)/. A l-factor of G (n must be even) 
is a set of n/2 independent edges and a near l-factor of G (n must be odd) 
is a l-factor of G - v, where v is a vertex of G. An H-factor of G is a 
spanning subgraph of G each component of which is isomorphic to H. If 
the edges of G can be partitioned into H-factors, then we say G has an 
H-factorization and denote it by H 1 G. Sometime an H-factorization of AK,, 
is also called a resolvable H-design. We are interested in the case when 
G = AK, and H is a tree. 
The problem of partitioning the edges of AK,, into a tree is not new. Tarsi 
[6, 71 gave necessary and sufficient conditions to partition the edge set of 
AK,, into h(n - 1)/(2(k - 1)) Pk (KITk+ I). The problem of determining the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for AK,, to have a P,-factorization has 
been settled completely [l, 21. We also know that necessary and sufficient 
conditions for K,, to have a K,,,+ ,-factorization are n = 0 (mod k) and 
k(n - 1) E 0 (mod 2(k - 1)) [9]. However, for general trees, there are very 
few known results. 
By applying a counting argument to the edges and vertices, we can 
see there are two obvious necessary conditions for AK,, to have an 
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H-factorization: n z 0 (mod k) and Ak(n - 1) - 0 (mod 2(k - l)), where 
k = 1 V(H)I. In this paper we exhibit some classes of trees with the property 
such that for any of their elements, the above two conditions are also suf- 
ficient. We will remark that we can use the same construction to obtain 
oriented tree factorizations of K ,*. Particularly, we obtain the following 
result: K,* has a P,-factorization if and only if n - 0 (mod k) and n z 1 
(modk-1), when k#3,5. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
In this section we give some definitions and lemmas which are important 
to the proof of the main theorem. We will always denote the edge joining 
vertices x and y by xy. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let G be a k-partite graph with V(G) = Uf=, Xi. We 
call G compressible if for all i and j, 1 d i #j< k, IX,1 = IX,], and the bipar- 
tite subgraph on vertex set Xi u Xj with bipartition (Xi, X,) is T( {i, j})- 
regular, where t is an mapping from the set { {i, j>: 1 < i # j< k} to the 
non-negative integers. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let G be a compressible graph as defined above. Then 
the quotient graph, Q(G), has V(Q(G)) = { 1,2, . . . . k} and the edge ij has an 
multiplicity 7( {i, j} ), where 1 < i # j < k. 
Remark. Let n = mk. Suppose V(ilK,) = {(i, j): 1 < i < k, 1 < j < m} = 
~~~~Hi=~~~,~j,whereHi={(i,j):1~j~m}andVj={(i,j):1~i~k}. 
Let X be a subgraph of AK,. If X is compressible with respect to the vertex 
partition (Jy=, Vj, we denote the quotient of X by Q,(X) (V-quotient). If 
X is compressible with respect to the vertex partition Uf=, Hi, then we 
denote the quotient Q,,(X) (H-quotient). 
The usefulness of quotient graphs is demonstrated by the following 
lemma. (Note that this lemma is also in [9] and for the completeness, we 
enclose the proof here again.) 
2.3. LEMMA. Let T be an acyclic graph. If G is a compressible multipar- 
tite graph and Q(G) has a T-factorization, then G has a T-factorization. 
Proof Let G be a multipartite graph with V(G) = lJf=, Hi. Since G is 
compressible, ]Hjl = lH,I, I < i< j < k, and the bipartite subgraph with 
vertex set Hj u Hi, is r( {i, j} )-regular. Suppose that Q(G) has a 
T-factorization with factors T(l), T(2), . . . . T(x), where x = IE(Q(G))l/ 
(E( T)I. Each T(i) yields an edge disjoint T-factor of G as follows. To each 
edge pq E E( T(i)), associate a l-factor Fp4 of the bipartite subgraph with 
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vertex set H, u H, so that the T( { p, q}) l-factors associated with the edge 
pq E E( Q(G)) are all edge disjoint. Clearly UPYE E(T(i)) F,, is a T-factor 
of G. 1 
Note that if T is acyclic, and both AK, - G and Q(G) have 
T-factorization, then AK, also has a T-factorization. We will use this 
strategy to prove the main result of this paper. Similar ideas were also used 
in [l, 91. 
We prove one more useful lemma. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let T be a lree on k vertices. If TI AK,, then 
TJ (IIKk,, - IF), where F is a l-factor of ju,,,. 
Proof: Let V(T) = { 1, 2, . . . . k} and V(AK,,,) = {u,, u2, . . . . uk} u 
(h, 02, .--, Ok). Let {T(l), T(2), . . . . T(x)}, where x = lk/2, be a 
T-factorization of AK,. Corresponding to each T(w), we can construct a 
T-factor of AK,*,: {u~v,, u,ui: tj~E(T(w))}. In this way we obtain lk/2 
T-factors of AK,,, and, by deleting them in AK,,,, we obtain a l-factor 
{uivi: i= 1, 2, . . . . k) with an multiplicity 1. 1 
Remark. In above lemma, if TI K,, then the resulting graph obtained 
by deleting arbitrary 1 l-factors from AK,,, is T-factorable and if TI 2K,, 
then the resulting graph obtained by deleting arbitrary A/2/2 double l-factors 
from Aiu,., is T-factorabIe, where a double l-factor is a l-factor in which 
each edge has a multiplicity 2. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin this section by considering the existence of tree factorizations 
of AK,, when 1 is even or the tree has an even number of vertices. 
Corollaries to the main theorem provide complete answers for some classes 
of trees. Thoughout, a tree with k vertices will be denoted by T,. 
Now we state and prove the main theorem of this paper. 
3.1. THEOREM. (1) If TklKk, then Tk)IIK, iff n=O (modk) and 
Ak(n-l)=O (mod2(k-1)). 
(2) Zf Tk12Kk, then Tkl 2AK, iff n=O (mod k) and Ik(n- l)=O 
(modk-1). 
Prooj Observe that the assumption Tk I Kk implies that k is even. Let 
I* E { 1,2}. We show that if Tk I A*K,, then for A = 0 (mod A*), Tkl A*K,, if 
and only if n = 0 (mod k) and Ak(n - 1) = 0 (mod 2(k - 1)). It is easy to see 
that this statement implies both (1) and (2). The necessity of each of the 
conditions can be established easily by applying counting arguments to 
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vertices and edges. For the sufficiency, we will show that Tkl AK,,, where 
,l- 0 (mod A*), by constructing a compressible subgraph G of AK,, such 
that both Q(G) and AK, - G have a T,-factorization. Let n = kq. The given 
congruence conditions imply A(q- 1) = 0 (mod 2(k - 1)) when k is odd 
(then I must be even) and A(q - 1) = 0 (mod k - 1) when k is even (since 
Ak(n-l)=Ak(kq-l)=Ik(k(q-l)+k-1)). 
Let V(AK,,)= {(i,j): 1 <idq, l<j<k}=lJY=,H,=U~=, V,, where 
Hi= {(i,j): 1 <j<k} and Vj= {(i,j): 1 <i<q}. The proof of the theorem 
is divided into two parts depending on the parity of q. 
Case 1. q even. When q is even K, admits a l-factorization {1;r, 
F 2, ..., F,- i >. To each l-factor Fi, 1 < i < q - 1, there corresponds in AK, a 
subgraph which is the vertex disjoint union of q/2 copies of AK,,,. By 
Lemma 2.4, AKk,k is the union of Lk/2 T,-factors and A l-factors. Note that 
when A is odd, 1 different l-factors can be used, and if I is even the ;1/2 
double l-factors can be chosen independently. Furthermore, each of the 
subgraphs AK, of AK,, associated with the vertices of K, has a 
T,-factorization consisting of lk/2 T,-factors. Removing these (q - 1) Ak/2 + 
Ak/2 = lkq/2 T,-factors from AK,, leaves a subgraph which we will denote 
by R. 
Note that R is not uniquely determined in the sense that we have 
considerable freedom in arranging the remaining l-factors in each 
subgraph KH8,H,y 1 < i < j < q. We need to show that they can be chosen so 
as to produce a subgraph R which has a T,-factorization. This is done by 
choosing R so that Q,(R) has a T,-factorization. 
We first consider the case when k is odd. By assumption, Tk [2K,. In R 
there are 112 double l-factors in K,.,. Since A(q- l)=O (mod2(k- 1)) 
and k is odd, then A(q - 1)/2 is even and so (as q is even) 1~0 (mod 4). 
It is not difficult to see that R is compressible and Q*(R) = (i1/2)(2K,) 
and (A/2) K, has a Hamilton cycle factorization with cycles W,, W,, . . . . 
wi(q- 1)/4’ Each edge ij of W, corresponds to a double l-factor in K,,.,,. 
Since k is odd, Kk also has a Hamilton cycle factorization with cycles Y,, 
Y 2 7 .-., Y+ ,,,2. We show that for a given Yi, we can use any W, to 
construct a subgraph of R with 2Y, as its V-quotient. Assuming this, it 
follows that for any fixed set of (k - 1)/2 Hamilton cycles in (1/2) K,, we 
can construct a subgraph of R with Q,(R)=2K,. 
Without loss of generality, assume Wj = (1, 2, . . . . q) and Yi = 
(Y, > Yz, . ..Y ok)- In KH,,H,+,9 1 <s <q we choose the double l-factor ((5, y,) 
(s+ 17 Y*)v (ST Yl)ts+ 19 Yd, (6 JJAs+ 1, Yd, (s, YzNs+ 1, Yd, . . . . ts, Y,-,) 
ts+ 1, Yk), (ST YL~)(s+ 1, yk), t-5 Y~)(s+ 1, Y,), (3, h)t~+ 1, Y,)}. Let 
this subgraph of R be R*. Then there is a double l-factor between Vy, and 
V r,+ ,, where 1 < j < k. Therefore, R* is compressible and has 2Y, as its 
V-quotient. 
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Since A(q-1)-O (mod2(k-l)), we know that A(q- 1)/4= 
(mod(k - 1)/2). Assume A(q - 1)/4 = m(k - 1)/2 and construct R with 
Q,(R) = 2mK, which, by assumption, is T,-factorable. Note that the edges 
of AK, - R contribute ;lkq/2 T,-factors and those of R yield a further 
Ak(q- 1)/(2(k- 1)) for a total of Ik(n- 1)/(2(k- 1)) T,-factors. So we 
have all the T,-factors. 
We now consider the case when k is even. The graph Kk admits a 
l-factorization with 1-factorsf,, fi, . . . . fk- ,. (Recall that F,, . . . . F,-, form 
a l-factorization of K,.) We will show that forfi, 1 6 i< k- 1, we can use 
any Fj, 1 <i< q - 1, to construct a subgraph of R which has f, as its 
V-quotient. We will then use k - 1 of the l-factors F,, 1 < j< q - 1, to 
construct a subgraph of R such that Q,(R) = Kk. 
Without loss of generality, assume fi = { y , y,, y, y4, . . . . y, ~, yk } and 
F,= (12, 34, .,,, (q-l)q}. In (HzSPi, Hz,), choose the l-factor {(2s- 1, y,) 
(2% Y2), m- 1, Y,W, Yl), P- 1, Y3W, Y‘J, m- 1, Y,Kh Yd, ...? 
(2s- 1, y,-,W, yk), G- 1, y,W, y,-,I), where SE { L2, . . . . q/2}. Let 
this subgraph of R be R*. There is a l-factor between VY, and VY,+ , , where 
1 <j< k, and therefore R* is compressible and Q,(R*) =fi. 
When I* = 1, there are 1 l-factors of K,,,,, in R which can be chosen 
independently. (Note that AK,, is the union of I(q - 1) edge disjoint 
l-factors.) Since A(q- 1)-O (mod k- l), let m=A(q- l)/(k- 1) and 
choose R such that Q,(R) =mK, which is T,-factorable. 
When ,?* = 2, there are 112 double l-factors of KHz,,, each of which can 
be chosen independently. From the condition that A(q - 1) z 0 (mod k - 1) 
and the fact that k and ;1 are both even we have A(q - 1)/2 z 0 (mod k - 1). 
Let m = ;l(q - 1)/(2(k - 1)). It is not difficult to see that we can choose R 
such that Q,(R) = 2mK,. 
In either case we obtain a T,-factorization of AK,, with Ak(n - l)/ 
(2(k - 1)) T,-factors. 
Case 2. q is odd. In this case K, admits a near l-factorization with 
near l-factors NF,, NF*, . . . . NF,. To each NF,, there corresponds, in AK,, 
a subgraph which is the vertex disjoint union of (q - 1)/2 copies of AK,,, 
and one copy of AKk. By the assumption that Tk 1 AK, and Lemma 2.4, each 
near l-factor produces lk/2 T,-factors. Removing these Akq/2 T,-factors 
from AK,, leaves a subgraph S consisting of II l-factors in K”,,+,,, where 
1 <i-c j< q. We will show that S can be chosen so that it has a 
T,-factorization. Again we separately consider the cases k odd and k even. 
If k is odd, then 1 is even and both (1/2)(2K,) (which we can think of 
as the H-quotient of R) and Kk have Hamilton cycle factorizations. We use 
the same method as in the case when q was even to achieve a factorization. 
If k is even, then Kk admits a l-factorization with l-factors 
fi, fi, . . . . fk-, . Since q is odd, K, has a Hamilton cycle factorization. We 
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show that for a given fi, we can use any one of the Hamilton cycles, say 
C, in this factorization of Kq, to construct a subgraph of S such that its 
V-quotient is 2fi. Then we can use the same method as before to construct 
a subgraph of S with quotient 2K,. 
Without loss of generality, assume fi = { y, y,, y, y,, . . . . y,-, yk} and 
c = (1, 2, . ..) q). We choose in KH,,H,+, the l-factor {(s, y,)(s + 1, y2), 
(8, Y2h + 1, Yl), (s, Y3b + 1, Y4h (s, Y4)b + 13 Y3h . ..1 (s, Yk- l)(S + 13 Y/c), 
(~3 ~yA)(s+ 1, Y,-AL w  h ere 1 <s < q. Let this subgraph of S be S*. Then 
the induced graph on vertex set Vy, u I$,+, , where 1 < j 6 k, is a 2-factor. 
Therefore S* is compressible and Q,(S*) = 2fj. 
When ,?* = 1, A.(q- 1) -0 (mod k - 1) is equivalent to A(q- 1) r0 
(mod 2(k - 1)) as k is even. In this case there are 1 l-factors of K,., in 
S which can be chosen independently. (Note that AK, is the union of 
A(q - 1)/2 Hamilton cycles.) Assume 2m(k - 1) = A(q - 1). Then we can 
construct S such that Q”(S) = 2mK,. (Note that for each Hamilton cycle in 
&, we obtain in Q”(S) a copy of 2f, for some i.) By assumption, Tk [2mK,. 
When 1* = 2, there are l/2 double l-factors of KH,,“, in S which can be 
chosen independently. Note that (A/2) K, is the union of I(q - 1)/4 
Hamilton cycles. It is easy to see that as k, 1, and q - 1 are even, 
I(q- l)=O (modk- 1) implies A(q- 1)rO (mod4(k- 1)). Assuming 
4m(k- 1) = Iz(q - l), we can construct an S such that Q,(S) =4mK,, 
which by assumption is T,-factorable. (Note that in this case, for each 
Hamilton cycle in K,, we obtain in Q,(S) a copy of 4f, for some i.) 1 
We now give some classes of trees for which either we have a tree 
factorization of Kk or of 2K,. 
3.2. COROLLARY. When k is even, P, ILK,, iff n ~0 (mod k) and 
Ik(n - 1) E 0 (mod 2(k - 1)). 
Proof: When k is even, Kk has a Hamilton path factorization. Then the 
claim follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 1 
There are also families of trees Tk other than paths, for which Tkj Kk. 
Several examples are given in [4]. (These include trees with a certain 
symmetric property.) For these trees we have necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of tree factorizations of AK,,. 
When I is even we can obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for tree 
factorizations of AK, for another class of trees, namely graceful trees. ( Tk 
is graceful if there exists a one-to-one labelling cp: V( T,) + (0, 1, . . . . k - 1) 
such that all the values Iv(i)- cp(j)l, where ijeE(Tk), are distinct.) 




Proof: Since Tk is graceful, T, ( 2K, (a short proof can be found in [S] ). 
Hence the claim follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 1 
Ringle [3] conjectured that all trees are graceful. So far we do not know 
any tree which is not graceful and therefore we expect this class contains 
a lot of trees. 
Now we consider the directed analogue of the tree factorizations. Let 
i-K,,,-, be a directed star with all arcs directed towards the centre and 
0 -K,,,- I be a directed star with all arcs directed away from the centre. 
Let A={Pk, i-Kl,k-,, o-K,+,: k=2,3 ,... }. 
It is not difficult to see that the techniques used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 can be used to prove the following result. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let DT, be an oriented tree obtained by assigning an 
orientation to each edge of Tk. If DT, 1 Kz, then DT, 1 AK,* iff n s 0 (mod k) 
and Ak(n- l)=O (mod k- 1). 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let T,EA--{P~,P~}. Then T,IAK,* ifs n=O 
(modk) andAk(n-l)=O (modk-1). 
Proof: We can see that i - K,,,- r ( Kc, o - Kl,k _ r I Kf, and when k is 
even Pk 1 Kz. When k is odd, Tillson [S] showed that Pk I KE provided 
k 2 7. Therefore, the claim follows immediately for Theorem 3.4. 1 
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